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Would you like to continue using our site and content for free and without hassle? We use cookies to personalize content and
ads, to provide social media features and to analyse our traffic. If you continue we take it that you consent to our cookies. You
can change this in your browser settings at any time. Check our Privacy Policy for more information.It is always a thrill to see a
band hit it big, as it’s a well-publicized phenomenon that’s relatively rare in the music business. Admittedly, a lot of people are

going to wax on about bands that sell out arenas or become TMZ celebrities, but it’s not until somebody hits it big and is
recognized as one of the biggest bands in the world that it really takes off. Advertisement. Scroll to continue reading. Of course,

the first rule of the best band in the world is, well, they’re the best band in the world. There’s really no argument there, and
thousands of bands have proven this over the years. However, while I love almost every band on this planet – and I can’t think of

a band that I don’t like (save a few for being TOO good, but that’s always the exception) – it’s tough to find a band that stands
out from the pack in a way that makes them truly great. I was going to do a “best of” list, but it’s kind of tough to come up with
a best of list for the best band in the world. Sure, there’s obvious choices like bands like Alice In Chains, Pearl Jam, and Guns
N’ Roses, but I’m really not quite sure where to begin with a list of bands like that, as there are just thousands and thousands of
bands out there with that level of quality. I thought of doing a list of my top 10 favorite bands in the world, but that didn’t really

do much good, and it started getting long and I decided not to do that, either. Advertisement. Scroll to continue reading. So, I
thought I’d start with the bands that are most likely to help bring about the next generation of greatest bands in the world. I’ve

been working on this list for a while, and I feel like I can do it justice. We’ll see when we get to the bottom
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I need to compare all the fields which are in the same file from row[0] to row[10] and if a specific field appears in the row[2] I
need to write that word in a specific file, also I need to compare the fields starting from row[0] to row[10] and if a field appears

in row[4] I need to write that word on a second file. I tried this one but is not working. import pandas as pd df =
pd.read_csv('C:/Users/Gioacchino/Desktop/DataBase/test2.csv') for i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("por lo")):

break for i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("en")): break for i in range (1,10): if
(df["Borrador"].str.contains("y")): break for i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("env")): break for i in range (1,10):
if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("directamente")): break for i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("dir. no")): break for

i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("re")): break for i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("x")): break
for i in range (1,10): if (df["Borrador"].str.contains("no")): 3e33713323
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